




On Global Moral Minimum
IKEDA, Josuke
The paper attempts to make a case of “global moral mimimum” , whose moral standards 
can be found universally in integrated and diversified world. It firstly argues for global 
public interests and values, against two major critics of cosmopolitanism: realist-positivist 
and national-communitarian ethics. It is emphasised here that well-recognised 
cosmopolitan/national-communitarian divide can be exaggerated than expected, and that it 
thus is possible to tailor a conciliatory account. Based on existing studies by Toni Erskine, 
Andrew Linklater and David Miller, the paper presents “global moral minimum” which is a 
shared morality even among particularist communities and thus represents a global 
standard of zollen. In addition, the paper delineates the moral minimum from two different 
perspectives, global ethics and global justice. The former requires three duties derived from 
a conception of “vulnerable human”, and to many extent they overlap the latter account of 
global justice recognising justice not only as distributive but also as reparative.
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